deverus, Inc. Launches LightSpeed
Background Check Technology
Performance Enhancement
AUSTIN, Texas – June 8 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — deverus, inc., the leading
provider of software, integration technology, and strategic services for the
background screening industry, today announced the latest breakthrough in
background technology with its new speed performance solution, called
LightSpeed, geared towards dramatically improving end user web experiences
while ordering background checks.

A traditional background check pulls a considerable amount
of encrypted data from different sources, compiles them into reports, and
then stores them on security protected systems for review. Encryption, web
browser protection, and general IP security has made this process slow and
cumbersome for the average user. Using the Internet, most end users of the
data report slow page loads and long delays in getting the right information
to make hiring decisions.
It seems like a simple problem to fix. However, due to the amount of data
combined with the new strong security measures around background checks,
pulling up information in a timely manner has been anything but easy. Large
reports have taken anywhere from 15 to 50 seconds to review. deverus has
worked diligently to improve the viewing time of reports realizing that with
30,000 HR end users, a few seconds of time can result in enormous
inefficiencies in worker productivity.
The technology developed by deverus called LightSpeed uses advanced
compression algorithms, optimized CPU request handling, built in caching, and
dynamic content control. The result is faster, more efficient page loads,
data storage, report retrieval, and ultimately, a dramatically more
productive experience for HR.
“We are excited to further enhance the deverus experience for our users as
well as improve the overall technology performance in our industry. At the
end of the day, HR wants to put the right person on the job as fast as
possible,” says Brent Breshers, deverus Director of Technology. “To do this
they need the right information at their fingertips, fast. Delays in pulling
up reports over the Web can make the process seem inadequate and HR
unproductive. LightSpeed insures that our customers are providing the best
technology that gets HR results on time.”
About deverus
Founded in 1998, deverus is the leading provider of software, integration
technology, and strategic services for the background check industry. From

system-to-system integration, customized and off the shelf enterprise level
applications, to sophisticated tools that manage the information supply
chain, deverus enables background check companies to dramatically lower
operating expenses and increase revenues by connecting to customers,
employees, and information sources online, anytime, from anywhere.
More information: www.deverus.com.
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